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FAVORITEEnriches Your Beliefs While
Altering
Your
Previously
Held
Assumptions What exactly makes one a
Christian, is it simply a belief in Jesus
Christ as the Savior and Redeemer of the
world?Does someone have to accept the
Bible as the sole source of doctrine?Would
you be shocked to discover that in the Old
Testament God repeatedly refers to himself
in the plural?Would you be surprised to
learn that the name Lucifer only appears
once in the Bible - as a mistranslation in
the Latin? These, and many other ideas, are
explored in depth as Myths of Christianity
makes a provocative case that many
widely-held beliefs concerning the nature
of God, the origin of the Devil and even the
identity of the Son of God, may not stem
from Christianity at all, but from numerous
ancient traditions and religions. A whole
new world unfolds as you begin to learn
Christianitys origins that you were never
taught in Sunday school. If you really want
to understand true Christianity, you need to
find its source. You can only do that
through understanding the writings and
culture of 1st century Christianity and its
myths. >>> A user friendly guide to
Christianitys originsBoth devout and
subversive in the best sense, Myths of
Christianity provides a fresh and
non-divisive perspective on the origins of
the worlds largest religion even as it
affirms the transformative power of
Christian
principles.
In
clear,
straightforward terms the author sifts
through centuries of myths and traditions
and assembles extensively researched
scholarship into an engaging, relatable,
uplifting and often entertaining account of
Christianitys
origins.
Anyone
can
understand the complex historical and
cultural influences that helped shape
Christianity
by
following
these
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topics:Christians Against ChristiansThe
Bible and the U.S. ConstitutionGod,
Angels and the DevilThe Evolution of
GodSatan: Gods NemesisAngels and
DemonsThe Afterlife: Heaven and
HellEarthly Gods, Miracles and MagicThe
Ancient GodmenMagic and MiraclesAnd
much, much more...>>> Why are we so
critical of the beliefs of others?The main
goal of this book is to demonstrate that
many of the modern traditions tending to
divide us as a faith have their origins in
foreign myths and legends instead of in
Christianity itself. The authors conclusion
is that if we truly understood the history
and evolution of our own religion, we
would not be so critical of the beliefs of
others.Most Helpful Reader ReviewsA
Truly GIFTED WRITER taking you on a
REMARKABLE JOURNEY - Tammie
BThis book is must reading in this age of
religious intolerance. - TcmdocleeThe
perfect gift for stalwart Christians who
abhor ignorance. - Amazon Worthy of a
spot on your religion bookshelf. - Stephen
RichieGrab a copy TODAY.

5 quotes from Myths of Christianity: A Five Thousand Year Journey to Find the Son of God: A few years ago, a couple
of young men from my church came to And that many people viewed Jesus in the same way, often Myths of
Christianity: A Five Thousand Year Journey to Find the Son of God.For other uses, see Walk on Water. Jesus walks on
water, by Ivan Aivazovsky (1888). Jesus walking on water is one of the miracles of Jesus recounted in the New
Testament. There are accounts of this event in three of the Gospels. This story, following the miracle of the feeding of
the five thousand, tells how Jesus sent During the journey on the sea, the disciples were distressed by wind andThe four
canonical gospels of the New Testament are the primary sources of information for the narrative of the life of Jesus.
However, other parts of the New Testament, such as the Pauline epistles which were likely written within 2030 years of
The five major milestones in the New Testament narrative of the life of JesusHistorians have used a variety of sources
and methods in exploring and describing the history In the 20th century, scholars became more likely to see early
Christian faith and practice as 2.1 Historical Jesus 2.2 Jesus as myth Early Christianity relied on the Sacred Oral
Tradition of what Jesus had said and done,Criticism of Christianity has a long history stretching back to the initial
formation of the religion In the early years of Christianity, the Neoplatonic philosopher Porphyry the Bible, to discover
earlier oral traditions (stories, legends, myths, etc.) some find the accounts of the Resurrection of Jesus within the four
Gospels ofToday, it is not hard to see how it came by its name. two thousand years ago, on these dramatic slopes, Jesus
fed a hungry crowd. Jesus receiving a basket of bread. The feeding of the five thousand has always been one Jesus does
not stand over the meagre loaves and fishes,Editorial Reviews. Review. I guarantee you will learn things about your
religion that you never Myths of Christianity: A Five Thousand Year Journey To Find The Son of God - Kindle edition
by Jedediah McClure. Download it once and read itThe unknown years of Jesus generally refers to the period of Jesuss
life between his childhood While Christian tradition suggests that Jesus simply lived in Galilee during that See also:
Cultural and historical background of Jesus .. years before the time of Christ, with some signs pointing to 3000 or even
5,000 BC.Myths of Christianity: A Five Thousand Year Journey To Find The Son of God eBook: Jedediah McClure: :
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Kindle Store.myths of christianity a five thousand year journey to find the son of god. Online Books Database. Doc ID
b27333. Online Books Database. Myths Of Christianity AThe nativity of Jesus or birth of Jesus is described in the
gospels of Luke and Matthew. The two In Christian theology the nativity marks the birth of Jesus in fulfillment of the
divine The nativity plays a major role in the Christian liturgical year. . Magi from the east came to Herod and asked him
where they would find theIslamic mythology is the body of myths associated with Islam. Islam is a religion that is more
. Islam breaks somewhat with Judaism and Christianity in that Eve is not According to Islamic mythology, God
instructed Adam to construct a building to Muslims are supposed to pray five times a day while facing in the Kaabas
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